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charity, goes to Jane McPhee who has retired
for personal family and health reasons being
unable to sustain her commitment to the
charity.
Secondly, Mrs Ali Schwind has had to
retire because of the large number of new
regulations that have come in and her very
considerable support needed by her disabled
husband and her family. We are most grateful
to Ali for all her hard work and enthusiasm.

Welcome and Season’s
Greetings to you!
After a difficult spring and a lovely end to
the summer and start to autumn, already the
shops are displaying their Christmas Goods,
and NDAA is also looking to Christmas and
the New Year
We have some goodbyes and thank yous to
say and also welcomes to new faces:
Firstly our gratitude and appreciation for her
support and assistance since the birth of the

Now on with the new to introduce two
new trustees; Mrs Ann Ashby and Mrs
Marion Longford, both of whom have been
volunteers of the charity for a number of
years.
Ann is our ‘kitten lady’ and does a wonderful
job rearing premature and abandoned kittens
until they are old and strong enough to be
re-homed.
Marion has agreed to take on the title of
Secretary and also to be available should
any of the shops require advice or guidance.
Already she has been actively involved
assisting Julia and Chris Steer with the

numerous telephone calls and enquiries they
receive.
We also have some marvellous volunteers to
help run the Welfare Clinic and Special Care
Unit and update the Bideford shop as well as
relief driver on the ambulance. Angela Welch
does a wonderful job organising the Clinic
and SCU work rotas for the volunteers. Kay
Johnson oversees the general running of
the SCU and Mandy Smith has stepped in to
manage the Bideford shop. Coastguard Barry
Everington relieves Diana one day a week on
the ambulance.
At the end of the day our completely
voluntary work would not be possible
without your help and support. We need you
to help as volunteers, fund-raisers or with
donations to the charity.
The Season’s Greetings and our sincerest
gratitude to you all.

Diana and the
NDAA Team

Cuddles and Happy Memories

Front cover:
Misty our original mascot at the start of
the Charity, loved and well known for her
visits to Hospitals, Care Homes, Hospices
and Schools. Sadly no longer with us but
never forgotten.
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It was a real joy to accept the
invitation from Medard House
Residential Care Home in
Barnstaple for Pauline and me to
visit for the afternoon and bring
some animals along for everyone
to cuddle.

These visits are not just a pleasure for the
residents and staff, but for us also. To know
that for just a little while we can bring to
a few people the unconditional love that
animals give and receive. Medard House has
invited us to come again over the Christmas
holiday and it will be our joy and privilege to
do so.

As we walk into the lovely large lounge
with about 30 people sipping their tea and
cakes, a moment’s silence descends and
then everyone is calling us over to offer the
little four legged guests a lap or a stroke. In
Piggy’s case (really named Snow) – CAKES,
he is probably the most aptly named dog in
North Devon.

If you know of a residential or nursing home
or of any lonely elderly person who would
benefit from a visit from us, please let Jane
know on 01643 831592

We circle the room giving everyone a turn at
cuddling the animals (dogs, rabbits, kittens,
etc.), and listen to the stories of their own
pets in the past and of the love and happiness
these animals brought to their owners. It
never fails to amaze how the tiniest details
remain in the memory, not just names of the
pets but their little habits and adventures,
their illnesses or triumphs. The whole room
has come to life and without exception there
are smiles and exchanges of stories.

There is almost nothing
I would not do to help
the animals. However
jumping out of a plane at
15,000 feet can definitely
be counted as one of the
absolute Nos!

Just Dropping
In To Help!

My horrified looks and those of many
others together with doubtful headshakings, did not deter Turlough and
Rebecca. They determinately, and in my
mind foolhardily if very bravely, went
ahead with their training to enable
them to raise money for the Animal
Ambulance’s sick and injured animals.
Turlough Adley, a Veterinary Surgeon
from Market Vets and Rebecca Ryder, a
trainee vet nurse from Duchy College
who has been our Clinic nurse as part
of her training, went to work raising
sponsorships for their jumping madness.
The money came pouring in and
together they raised an amazing sum in
excess of £1,100.
Jump Day came and although the
jump was delayed by four hours due
to weather conditions, the moment
arrived. I would be wrong if I were to
say that they appeared reluctant or
even apprehensive, but no, gleeful was
the only description. And when they
eventually “bounced” to land, big grins
and “We’d love to do it again”, was all the
response we received.

What a wonderful Christmas gift!

NDAA - AGM 2013
Wednesday 20th November 2013

7.00pm for 7.30pm at Portmore Golf Park
Speaker: Mr Andy Cooper, Editor of Devon Life
Tea, Coffee and Biscuits

Oh what it is to be young, brave and
have rubber joints. But THANK YOU
BOTH from all of us at NDAA and most
of all from all those animals you have
enabled us to help.
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HELP!
In the last newsletter we asked for a
laptop for the Special Care Unit and
have kindly been donated one.
We are setting up a new office at
the Special Care Unit and would like
some help with the equipment.
Any donations would be much
appreciated. We are in need of a
couple of 3-tier filing cabinets, an
Epsom printer/scanner, as their ink
refills are more reasonably priced,
and a paper shredder.

The Adventures of Timmy Trotter

If you can help please contact Jane
on 01643 831592 or email:
dorothy748@btinternet.com

A home check three years ago in Bude proved to be heaven sent for little Timmy whose owner had
recently died. The new home provided just what a sad and traumatized little Timmy needed.
For two and half years all went well. Then
unbeknown to anyone at NDAA the
gentleman’s condition deteriorated and his
wife, unable to cope with a very sick husband
and a dog let her son, who had eminently
suitable premises, take little Timmy back to
Surrey with him.

Relocated to Surrey
The new home with beautiful stables and
land and with the company of two friendly
collies was not to little Timmy’s liking. He
could not cope with wide-open spaces and
vying with other dogs for attention, so in his
seemingly best interests the son gave him to
a friend. Our later detective work found that
once again he proved “unsuitable”.
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More detective work and we managed to
locate the lady in Bude, who was devastated
by the sequence of events in her homing
away of Timmy. We were able to reassure
her that we would certainly make sure that
all would be well in the end. More urgent
telephone calls to Merton Council in London
assuring them that we would fetch Timmy
and bring him back. They were so impressed
that we would come all that way for one little
dog that they waved all kennel fees.
(If we think we have heart-rending stories,
we were quickly enlightened by their staff
that it was a hundredfold worse in cities, with
the euthanasia of literally hundreds of dogs
due to irresponsible owners and not enough
homes.)

And then on to London

Safely returned to Devon

No further facts came to light until a phone
call to Diana from Merton Borough Council in
London revealed that Timmy had been found
by them tied to their Dog Warden’s office
door. Timmy was now in London Borough
Council’s care and they had traced him via
his microchip planted by us three and a half
years previously, but had not been able to
gain contact with the owner. Timmy was now
on a time limited life and we had to
act quickly. Diana begged the Merton
Council to keep him safe until we could sort
something out.

On the Sunday morning Mick set off for
London and on arrival was greeted by lovely
kennel staff so glad to hand Timmy back into
safe hands. A sad very quiet little Timmy
was tucked up with treats in Mick’s car and
brought back to our Special Care Unit.
For days Timmy was very traumatized and
walking him and getting him to eat was a
problem, but at last we could let the dear
lady, whose husband is now very very poorly,
know that he was safe.

Home at last
It was then that Kay, the Special Care Unit
manager, had a brainwave. A good friend of
hers, a lady on her own and needing a friend
and companion who would get her out and
about a bit, was just what Timmy needed as
well as friend Teri. Until that moment in time I
have not been a believer in “love at first sight”.
It was then I changed my mind.
The story truly has a happy ending, as I am
sure you will see from the photo, not just for
Timmy and Teri but also for his old owner
and all of us. Timmy is ‘an only child’ with no
competition – no cats – other dogs – children
etc., and is doted upon. Timmy’s adventures
are over for good.

Rescue #1: Juvenile Gannett
Found on Barricane beach unable to fly
but with no visible injuries. It was severely
underweight, so again to West Hatch for
their expert care, in this case their culinary
care, i.e. lots and lots of mackerel.

and went to investigate. To everyone’s horror
the cage contained a bedraggled elderly
domestic rat.
Poor little Ratty was terrified at the close
proximity of the passing cars and distressed
in the burning sun. Staff quickly moved him
to safety and called the Animal Ambulance.
After a Vet check and clean new quarters,
Ratty (assessed as very elderly by the Vet)
settled and was much happier. He is now
living out the rest of his life in the lovely
home of one of our volunteers.

They didn’t
deserve this ...
They may not be every person’s
favourite pet, but they didn’t deserve
the fate that was thrown at them by
their previous owner.
Caring staff at Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Roundswell, rescued little Ratty. On a burning
hot Sunday afternoon in August members
of staff took their break time outside in the
sun. One sharp- eyed lad noticed a small
cage standing amongst their recycling bins

Penelope Python was also the subject of
totally irresponsible abandonment. A call
by a Letting Agency who on inspecting
one of their addresses vacated some weeks
previously, were at a loss as to what to do
when they discovered two rabbits in the
garden, plus a guinea pig and within the
house ‘Penelope Python’. Since the previous
tenants had left in a hurry with no forwarding
address they called us to take the creatures
into our care. One of the bunnies was very
poorly and died shortly after. The other
rabbit, a dear little soul, remains in our care
and the guinea pig has been re-homed.
That left Penelope!! Exotics need highly
specialized care and we do not have sufficient
knowledge to re-home them or to care
for them responsibly, so we carry out any
veterinary care required and then pass them

on to Exotics Specialist Jo De-Witt for his
expert care and re-homing.
Penelope was one such as this and the story’s
end for her, as for Ratty, the little rabbit and
the guinea pig, is a good one. But how
many of these creatures and all the other
species do not have an ending such as this?
When people cast out or walk away from any
creature, be it mouse or horse, and leave it to
a fate unknown, they are equally as cruel as
those who beat or kick an animal. Above all it
is totally unnecessary as a phone call to any of
the animal charities or vets will assure at least
a safe haven and future.

Wildlife Rescues
In late September the calls were
coming in thick and fast as
the temperature and weather
deteriorated.
The Manx Shearwaters, blown miles off
course and exhausted, the Hedgehogs from
the second litters, cold and wet and the last
of the second hatchings of House Martins,
abandoned by the now migrating parents,
poking their tiny heads out of nest boxes with
pitiful little squeaks.
It was as evening darkness fell one such
cold wet night that Mrs Pickering in Gunn
near Barnstaple, heard these little cries

and called the NDAA. Already carrying an
ambulance full of little wildlife patients
ready for transportation to West Hatch,
Diana answered the call. Upon arrival at the
premises she realised that not just the ascent
two stories up a ladder was required, but a
strong hand and wrist would be necessary to
unscrew the manmade nest box attached to
the fascia boards below the roof tiles. So it
was back to Kithill to collect Tim Bussell and a
set of screwdrivers
Tim dropped everything and accompanied
Diana back to Gunn. There the ladders were
assembled and up he went. It was only then

he noticed that immediately adjacent to
the nest box was a wasps nest!. Tim nearly
descended the ladder at a faster pace than
his ascent. However, we were assured that
the nest was no longer occupied. He quickly
went to work and the box was brought down
containing three tiny House Martins, cold and
very hungry.
A quick journey back to Barnstaple and
rendezvous with Mick and the little trio, were
on their way with the Manx Shearwater,
Guillemot and Hedgehogs, to the safe hands
of West Hatch.
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If we are lucky and we find it, its another
journey to the nearest vets, then wet and
cold its home to bed. If we don’t find it that is
worse, its wet and cold and home to the rest
of the night thinking of some poor creature
out there suffering.

As we head yet again towards
Christmas and all the problems
for animals that winter brings,
I flick through my log book for
2013 and am startled to realise
just how much has been done in
the past year.
We fall from day to day, crisis to crisis, always
trying to catch up, prioritising the really
urgent and placating those with less urgent
cases. And as I read through the simple
logs “collection of 2 cats and 1 dog due to
eviction” or “collection of very elderly dog,
owner going into residential care” or “cat
for re-homing left behind at address when
owner moved two months previously”. I
remember the heartbreaking stories behind
those simple words and addresses.
These are the cases we are dealing with on
a weekly and daily basis all the year round,
and let no one be in any doubt it is not going
to improve in the near future. I think all of
us at NDAA have come to realise and accept
that our work is only going to increase. We
cannot afford to rest on the laurels of what
has been achieved over the last eleven years.
Having come to terms with that (and its not
very easy), we must look at all the wonderful
people with whom we come into contact.
The volunteers who care for these animals at
our SCU and the Misty Re-homing Centre and
Chris at the Kennels, daily they clean, feed
and love these little creatures until we find a
happy future for them. There are times when
the animals are with us for long periods, if
we have an influx of black cats or a difficult
dog, which means everyone becomes very
emotionally involved in addition to the
practical caring. It is only the eventual happy
endings that keep everyone going.
Then there are the kind and generous people
who take these animals into their homes
and hearts to offer them a wonderful loving
future. I did a home check recently for a little
cat from the Misty Unit. On my arrival at the
house in Torrington the lady said, ‘Oh you
came to me 15 years ago when you were
RSPCA, you brought Sooty and Sweep to
me as tiny kittens’. It was only last year that
Sweep died and Sooty the year previously.
Photos were produced and no one can realise
the joy I felt thinking of the happy years those
two cats had had with this family. These
are the moments that make you go on and
there are hundreds throughout the year, as
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Please can anyone reading this take note
and just leave us either a sign – a bag tied to
the hedge etc., or take note of the distance
travelled to the next noticeable house etc.,
something to give us a reasonable clue as to
the incident’s location.

Diana’s
Report
our re-homing statistics will verify and our
newsletters will relate.
Along with the sad, the bad and the happy
calls come the amazing, ‘There’s a dead cat in
our garden and we can’t wrap it up because
we might get a disease’!! Obviously we are

In addition to the actual never ending calls
were the lovely events that we attended. This
year the Dog Show and Barbecue was held at
Pottington, with our Special Care Unit open
for inspection and a wonderful buffet lunch
supplied by our enthusiastic volunteers. This
was attended by a record number of dogs
and people and the sun shone until the
last class when the heavens opened. Our
gratitude once again to Market Vets who
generously supplied all the Barbecue and
who worked throughout their Sunday to
make the event a huge success
When our new Clinic opened at the
beginning of the year, none of us knew quite
what to expect. Would there be hundreds

‘There’s a dead cat in our garden and we can’t
wrap it up because we might get a disease’!!
protected from on high from any diseases.
‘There’s a poor injured pheasant in the middle
of the link road, but I couldn’t stop its in a
very dangerous place’!! Again we obviously
have a magical ring around us – no vehicles
can flatten us. Luckily there is always the
driver who will stop (almost always a lorry)
to direct the traffic and allow us to make a
rescue of the poor creature.
Then there are the nightmarish calls in the
middle of the night when inevitably it’s
pouring with rain and blowing a freezing
gale: ‘We saw an injured deer on our way
home and we couldn’t stop because we’ve
had a few drinks and couldn’t risk getting
caught’. Then come the so- called directions,
‘Its by the hedge about two miles up the
Brayford road’. Now we know about two
miles can be either a quarter of a mile or five
miles and in the pitch dark on a winter’s night
it is a search that usually brings heartache
when you fail to find the poor creature.

of undeserving people queuing around
the block, or would it not be necessary at
all? Instead over the following months we
found a manageable and very very needy
steady number of truly deserving and often
desperate cases that but for the Clinic would
have meant a great deal of suffering.
Angela and her clinic staff have made life
more bearable and kinder for so many
owners and their beloved animals and we are
so very grateful for that. For many owners we
are a last resort. When your pet is suffering
and taking a long time to die and you have
no money, the NDAA is there. It has been
Angela and our clinic staff who have had the
time to give comfort for both animal and
owner as they say goodbye. Equally they
are there to receive the smiles of gratitude
and relief when things have gone well and
we can send pets and owners on their way
recovered and well. In addition to that our
kindly but vigilant treasurer is happy for every
clinic consultation is free as the vets give of
their time free of charge, thus saving us many
hundreds of pounds.

As the year draws once again to a close, I look
back over 2013 with great pride in all that
everyone has achieved. The NDAA can do its
work, but unless you the public make that
call saying an animal is in distress and needs
help, we would have no work to do. And
unless there were not so many people giving
of their time and their money, we could not
exist at all. In North Devon we are so very
very fortunate to live in a generous and
mainly caring place. It is that which gives me
so much hope for the future for the animals.
But never let us forget, there is a lot to do
yet. Those animals, every single one of them,
need us to continue with the work.
Thank you all and may you and the animals
have kindness and peace for Christmas and
the coming year.

Diana

A Bully’s Despicable Sport

This must be the Lucky Ginger
Cat rather than the lucky black
cat. Response to an emergency
call from a lady on a Saturday
afternoon found this dear little
ginger cat lying in her arms
wounded and bleeding.
As the lady did her washing-up in the
kitchen, she heard a ping-ping in her back

Shops Update ...
Barnstaple is now running smoothly
under the management of Sharon Silk and
the takings remain at a steady level, but with
Sharon’s attractive window displays, should
improve during the run up to Christmas.
Frequently the volunteers run a tombola
to raise extra funds and these have proved
very successful. Look out for the Christmas
one. Unfortunately we do not get as many
volunteers coming forward as we would like
and sometimes the staffing levels can be
stretched to the minimum. Sharon is always
on the look out to meet new volunteers, so
ladies (and gentlemen) if you have a few
hours to spare, why not donate them to the
welfare of the animals by helping out in the
shop.

Braunton continues to be a very
successful and happy shop under the
management of Carolyn Greaves and is
getting a reputation for its topical window
displays. It is ironic that Carolyn and her
volunteers were faced one morning with part
of the shop ceiling having collapsed due to
a water leak from the flat above. Exactly the
same thing had happened to the Bideford
shop earlier in the year. We are extremely
grateful to the residents of Braunton for the
wonderful support given to the charity in the
form of donations and custom to the shop.
Without you we wouldn’t have a shop.

gun was almost certainly the culprit, but was
the eye saveable?
A fast journey to Market Vets with a vet
standing by and the little cat was on the
surgery table being operated on. As you
will see from the photos, the pellet was
successfully removed and the poor little cat’s
eye saved. But you can see how close a thing
it had been.

garden, followed by a pitiful mewing. She

But WHY, WHY, WHY? What pleasure or fun

rushed into the garden to find her little cat

did this person get from this type of action.

cringing against the fence, blood trickling

Little Ginge recovered well and his sight was

down his face. Scooping him up in her

saved, his owner grateful and for us another

arms she saw that his eye had begun to

happy ending.

swell. As with so many people at present,

Should we be left feeling angry and frustrated

money was short and a vet visit impossible
to afford and so the NDAA Ambulance was
called.
A quick response and upon hearing the

that there are so many cases such as this, or
sad and despairing for the cowardly bullies
who get pleasure and sport from harming
helpless little animals?

story, it was immediately seen that an air

Bideford has been closed for a few weeks
during the late summer due to a couple of
problems, namely a collapsed ceiling and
then flood water, from a blocked drain,
pouring through the shop and lifting yet
again the parquet flooring. We are happy to
say that the shop is now re-opened under the
management of Mandy Smith, albeit at the
moment for limited hours and its new layout
and exterior re-decoration are attracting
many new customers and old friends. Mandy
and Kay have worked extremely hard to
achieve its new look and we are most grateful
to them. We look forward to increasing
our hours of opening with the advance of
Christmas. Just like Sharon in Barnstaple,
Mandy is always needing help and if you
could spare a few hours a week, please
do visit Mandy in the shop and offer your
services as a volunteer. She will be delighted
to meet you and remember every penny we
take goes to the welfare of the animals.

Change of Editor
It was with sadness that we had to accept that
Al Hidden, due to business commitments,
was unable to continue to help us with the
newsletter. We are most grateful for all the
help and guidance he has given us in the past
in producing such interesting and attractive
newsletters. We hope he will continue to
read our newsletters with pleasure without
the stress of deadlines to meet.
We are more than fortunate that Colin
Munday, of The Web Workshop, who
designed and built our new and very
successful website, has agreed to take over.
We are most grateful to Colin for stepping in
and with his expertise and assistance Diana
and Jane hope to continue to produce a first
class newsletter.
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Sebastian Seal Stranded on Putsborough Beach
It was an early start to the day
when the first call came in – 5 am
to be precise!! An early morning
surfer was reporting a seal on
Puttsborough Beach.
He wasn’t sure if it was injured or ill as it
became aggressive and agitated upon
approach, was it a white coat? – no, grey and
fairly large. My request was to monitor it and
report back if concerned.
It was 8 am before the calls began in earnest,
a seal with eyes weeping pus and unable to
use its left flipper with dogs approaching
it. Both dogs and owners were in danger
of being bitten by the seal and the seal in
danger from the dogs.
Over the phone, en route to collecting
coastguard Kay Johnson to assist, I
questioned callers as to its size. Oh bigger
than a Labrador I was told. Phew! – this surely
was no pup and it was very early anyway, as
pups don’t usually come in until the end of
September/October. What to do if it was a
full sized adult seal? But as always it’s a case
of “attend and assess”.
Upon arrival Kay and I set off along
Puttsborough sands, in the distance we could
see a crowd gathered. Let’s hope it wasn’t
really Labrador sized. On reaching the group
we found a large seal pup – 29 ½ kilos in fact.
And yes, it was certainly in need of veterinary
care and a fast removal to RSPCA West Hatch,
but this was not going to be easy.

As I returned to the ambulance to drive to a
holiday maker’s house along the cliffs, Kay
and surfers using their surf boards kept the
poor old seal pup safely barricaded in. With
the willing help of my gentleman holiday
maker the big Vari-Kennel was carried down
the 50+ steep steps and back along the
beach.
By now the crowd had doubled and everyone
was taking photos on their phones. (There
is nothing quite like people with phones to
make one very conscientious of everything

being carried out correctly.) Seal “Pup” was
gently ushered into the Vari-Kennel.
Now came the hard bit. I haven’t been doing
this job for 23 years not to have learnt that
you utilize help when it is at hand and a
large group of fit young men and surfers is
definitely to be utilized. I told them I’m no
believer in equality when it comes to carrying
a huge kennel plus 29 ½ kilos of angry seal
a third of a mile along a beach and up 50+
steps, The response was immediate; we had
enough volunteers to carry a family of seals
20 miles. Back at the ambulance our willing
helpers – Russell O’brien from Exeter, Alistair

& Thomas Watson from Hertfordshire and
John Urwin from Cornwall, loaded Sebastian
Seal (named by Russell O’brien’s little girl,
Evie) safely on board and we were off to West
Hatch.
Our arrival there brought some surprised
looks for this was a pup of about 4/5 months
old, born about March time which is about
as late as it is possible and certainly one of
the biggest new animals to be admitted. But
Sebastian was not well and not eating.
For seven weeks Sebastian stayed under the
kind special care of West Hatch experts and
despite various blood tests etc., showing
little amiss, he still wasn’t eating enough. It
was then decided that although nothing was
physically wrong with Sebastian, he needed
the competition of other seals. Life was too
easy and luxurious being the only seal pup
in residence. (The new pups hadn’t started
coming in yet.)
So arrangements were made with Gweek Seal
Sanctuary in Falmouth to transfer him there
so that he could learn that he had to work for
his food.
In late September Sebastian was on the
final stage of his journey back to the wild. A
winter at Gweek with friends of his own kind
will teach him to cope with his deserved
freedom next Spring.
Good Luck Sebastian, we were happy to play
a small part in your life and our thanks to all
those lovely helpers.

Watch video of the seal rescue on our website: www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk
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Rescue #2: Baby Bunnies

Rescue #3: Manx Shearwater

Rescue #4: Young Hedgehogs

The nest was dug up accidentally on a
building site. Unfortunately mummy was
dead, but the babies were saved and taken
by the ambulance to West Hatch.

This one from Saunton Sands Hotel rescued
by the Chef – luckily wildfowl in filo pastry
was not on the menu that day!!

Just one of the dozens taken into our care this
autumn. Many due to being underweight
so will not survive hibernation, many others
suffering dreadful fly strike. All taken to West
Hatch’s safe keeping.

Stag Rescue
It was only two hours into
relief ambulance driver Barry
Everington’s Wednesday shift on
the NDAA’s animal ambulance
when the call came from the
RSPCA’s Control Centre.
It was for a young stag trapped in wire in the
Sterridge Valley at Berrynarbor. A call from
Barry and Kay to Diana to advise on rescue
and they were told to proceed to the very
isolated location and assess whether the
deer was injured. In the case of injury they
were to call out a vet, or if just badly trapped
try to release using the bolt croppers in the

with barbed wire on top, plus broken electric
fencing tape, plus huge roots of a tree. In
addition to this each time he struggled an
uprooted fence post hit him on the haunches

that there was no chance of him escaping

A call from the RSPCA
Control Centre, followed
almost immediately by three
independent calls from
members of the public and the
Calvert Trust at Blackmoor Gate,
meant leaving other calls aside
and urgently attending.

with any of the wire still attached and

A poor old sheep had been found at the

endangering himself further.

roadside collapsed, emaciated and with a

sending him into further fury.
Barry, who has 23 years in the Metropolitan
Police Force behind him and is currently an
active Coastguard at Westward Ho!, calmly
worked away at the wire and roots clipping
one bit at a time and nimbly dodging the
stag’s angry lunges, always making sure

ambulance, but to take great care as deer,

It was a long and delicate process, but the

even without antlers, can inflict terrible

stag finally was clipped free and without a

injuries with hooves and kicks.

single backward glance or thank you tore off

Upon arrival Mr Gilby from Berrynarbor was

into the woods free once again.

waiting to escort them to the location up

Kay stepped out from behind her tree

in the forest, a 20 minute walk and steep

complete with photos and Mr Gilby, the

climb up a 30ft. bank to where the deer was

gentleman who came across the stag whilst

located. To say the job in hand was difficult is

dog walking, felt a worthwhile rescue had

certainly an understatement. Far from being

been completed. And I know my total

injured, the stag was extremely angry and

confidence in Barry and Kay was justified and

very active whilst being totally trapped by

all was as I had expected.

the head and antlers in a broken wire fence

Abandoned
or Strayed?

huge abscess on the side of her face. The
kind staff at the Calvert Trust had carried
her into one of their stables and made her
as comfortable as possible.
On my arrival the lads gently lifted her into
the ambulance and we took her to Market
Vets where it was found that her couple of
remaining teeth were severely abscessed
and her gums infected rendering her
unable to eat. The abscess had run up into
her eye and on a scale of 0-5 for condition,
she wouldn’t have even got a one.
Tracing an owner was impossible as the
relevant ear tag was missing. How long
had this poor old creature been staggering
around in this state? Why, when she
obviously was owned, had it been left
to kind passers by to show concern and
compassion and take action on her behalf?
The poor old lady was put peacefully to
sleep by the Vets, an end without pain
and with dignity instead of a miserable
lingering slow death alone.
We cannot save everything, but once we
know of a problem we can do our very best
to make life and death easier.
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Clinic & Special Care Unit Update
Our greatest sadness and concern is that so
many of the animals arriving at our Clinic are
there because they need to be “Put to Sleep”.
Many should in fact have been put to sleep
sometime ago, but due to lack of funds many
owners cannot afford to go to the vets and so
they pray that their beloved pet will just go to
sleep and not wake up. This does not happen
very often and so it is when things get really
desperate a friend will tell them of our Clinic.
Here we can give them the time and kindness
to say goodbye if there are no alternatives.

Clinic
Both the Friday Clinic and the Special Care
Unit go from strength to strength. The
Clinic to date has treated over 700 animals,
everything from cats and dogs with ongoing
skin problems to life threatening illness
such as diabetes and tumours. There have
been snakes and water dragons along with
rabbits, parrots and hamsters. There are not
many species that have not appeared in our
reception area to be dealt with by the kind
understanding staff and vets, all of whom
give their time and compassion without
reward or recognition.

Please, please do not wait until an animal is
really ill to ask for help. If we are able to help
at the beginning of trouble, it is far less costly
and far far better for the animal.

Special Care Unit
The SCU is now running very smoothly, we
miss Ali and her cheer enormously, but Kay
has everything under control with all the
new and very necessary Health & Safety
regulations in place. Much as we all hate
Health & Safety, we have to be very aware of
the need for the safety of our volunteers and
animals in our care.
With Market Vets having so generously
given us more space, we are now able to
have separate kennel accommodation for
dogs, cats and small furries. This means that

being able to give the cats and dogs separate
accommodation calms the dogs considerably
when recovering from operations or trauma
and the cats are less stressed and upset not
having the noise and presence of dogs.
The Unit, with its 16 cat spaces and 3 or 4
dog kennels and small furry accommodation
rarely has one let alone two spaces available.
The vets are always waiting ready to fill any
vacancies as soon as they become available.
As things are in the world today, this is
not going to improve in the near future.
Therefore we must plod on as always being
so very thankful to our wonderful volunteers
who put animals before everything, and to
you the public who always come up trumps
financially and emotionally.
The Trustees wish to thank you all for making
the Clinic and SCU possible for the welfare,
homing and veterinary care of so many many
animals in 2013.
Most especially our thanks to Alan Jaques and
his staff, without them none of this would
have been possible. And to (previously she
thought) retired vet Heather Hammond who
has also given free of any charge every Friday
this year to NDAAs’ clinic animals .

Thank you all!

Paws for
Prayers!
They thronged into the Church of St.
Brannocks, Braunton on two legs and
four, in coats of wool, fur and feathers
for the joyful “Pets Service”.
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eyes alighted on the clucking chicken or
squeaking guinea pig.

As Reverend Ben Bradshaw diplomatically
directed dogs to one side of the Church and
other species to the opposite side, (to avoid,
as he so ably put it, a Funeral as well as a Pet
Service). The Church filled to an amazing
amount, the congregation consisting of dogs
by the dozen of every shape and size, along
with chickens, guinea pigs, and hamsters etc.

Then it was time for the Reverend Anne
Thorne to bless each individual animal. It was
a moment that brought a lump to the throat
as each animal came forward. Even the most
exuberant or excited creature became quiet
and calm as she laid her hands on it and
spoke the blessing. The elderly with their
beloved companions, the children with their
little pets, up they all came so very very proud
of their special creature.

As the service progressed there was laughter
as the dogs joined in with the hymns. The
odd mop and bucket was brought forward
in moments of excitement as canine

Next was the moment for Diana to give
a little talk about the work of the NDAA
for which the collection was donated and
the lighting of individual candles for pets

that we have lost. This poignant act also
reminded everyone that we must pray for and
remember all those animals that are not so
fortunate as the loved and cared for ones in
Church that day.
The afternoon was an interlude of happiness
and peace for Diana and Pauline in the midst
of work that is often sad and distressing.
We can only thank Reverend Ben Bradshaw
and Revered Anne Thorne for such a happy
moment in our work and the reminder to
every one of the joy and comfort that animals
bring into all our lives.
Luke Chapter 12 Verse 6
Are not 5 sparrows sold for 2 pence
yet not one is forgotten by God.

Senorita Small began her life
being sold for no inconsiderable
amount of money to a kind if
misguided lady who wished to
give her a good home.
“Senorita” was advertised as a ‘Micro Pig’ that
would make someone a lovely home loving
pet, as good as any cat or dog!!
The fact that home was in the middle of
town, surrounded by neighbours and roads
with only a tiny garden, seemed only a small
problem since this was a ‘Micro Pig’. Nor
did it discourage the DEFRA department
from issuing the unsuspecting lady with an
Agricultural Holding number despite the
fact that this address could not realistically
be an agricultural premises. In fact it was a
residential property owned by one of the
housing associations.
So Senorita went to her new home. She
played with the children, the cats and dog;
she slept in the Lounge in her dog cage and
went into the tiny garden by day. Like Topsy
she grew and grew & GREW. Within 6 weeks
she was the size of a Labrador. What had
happened to the ‘Micro’ bit of the story? It
was not long before a visit from the housing
association and the lady’s own concerns that
it was decided perhaps a call to us was the
best option for Senorita’s future.
A few calls by Diana and the problem is
solved. An elderly sow owned by a lovely
family who had kept her for many years,
needed a little friend. Installed in her new
home with a cosy stable, (no telly this time
I’m afraid Senorita) and beautiful old oak
woodland with a stream for her to root
around in, so at last she could become a REAL
pig. Not a moment too soon for when first
seen in the back of the ambulance, the new
owner laughed hilariously and when he had
finally ceased laughing, told us that in fact
Senorita is a Berkshire X and will grow to
weigh about 20 stone in her adult life.
The ending here is a very very happy one
for all concerned. The lady can be at peace
knowing that despite being sadly taken in
and passing over a lot of money, her good
intentions have ended well. And the little
(well she was little) pig has a wonderful
future. But how many of these animals sold
in similar circumstances are not so fortunate?

Senorita Small
goes to the
country!

TLC
Works Wonders

An urgent phone call from Social
Services led to another beginning
of a sad story with an elderly
couple with severe dementia
being taken into residential care.
Also on the premises was their dear old collie
dog that had been kept incarcerated in less
than ideal circumstances.
Bill was so terrified of people and the outside
world that his trembling rigid body had to be
carried to the ambulance. His cowering fear
at first made us wonder if he could ever be
brought forward enough to re-home. But as
the weeks went by and our kind dedicated
volunteers, especially Jeff our dog walker,
persevered with gentle strokes and hours of
sitting beside him just talking to him. This
treatment paid off and we were sure that
given enough time all would be well.
Further weeks went by and Bill began to
actually wag his tail when Jeff came in with
his lead. Then the volunteers got him to play
with a ball in the Special Care Unit. After 6
months of intensive care and love we made
the brave decision to try him out with Chris
at the kennels. For days we held our breath
expecting a negative phone call from Chris.
To our astonishment he was able to report
that Bill was doing fine. Almost unbelievingly
I called at the kennels only to see Bill tearing
across Chris’ fields in company with four other
dogs. Bill was a real dog for probably the first
time in his life since a puppy.

Eventually the perfect home
It was to be another two months before
the right person came along to choose Bill.
The gentleman in question was looking for
an older companion to be his friend as he
recently had his 16 year old collie put to

sleep. But the dog must be good with cats as
he and his son had four dear old ones. Well,
of course, Bill’s life at the Special Care Unit
had been alongside dozens of cats. It is a rare
thing indeed, however, to find a collie that
will allow the cat to be boss.
The home-check was a dream, a little cottage
in beautiful woodland miles from anywhere.
But would a dog from the centre of a big
estate in the middle of town that had hardly
ever been outside, cope with all this space? A
trial week was the answer.

Love conquers all
The week’s end came and we were told in
no uncertain terms that we would need a
shotgun to get him back.
A visit last weekend by Mick and myself told
us everything – no need for words. A shiny
coat, a wagging tail, a thoroughly confident
dog that said, ‘Please come in and sit by
our cosy Rayburn, but I’m staying close to
my owner’s side’. When we left an elderly
gentleman and his dog came to the door to
wave us off, but no attempt was made by
either to follow us.
That is just how we want it. Bill was in our
care for eight and a half months in all, before
the perfect union.
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Postal
Address:

Important Contact Numbers:
Diana Lewis Mobile : 07817 995751
Cat Rehoming:
Dog Rehoming:
Special Care Unit:
Treasurer:
Enquiries:
Animal Collection:

01271 323740
01271 860376
01643 831592
01643 831592
01598 753324
01598 740603

Mrs. Pauline Bussell, Chairperson
Mr. Chris Steer
Mrs. Jane Dennis-Smither
Mrs. Jane Dennis-Smither
Mrs. Anne Ashby
Mrs. Diana Lewis, Ambulance Driver

All correspondence to:
North Devon Animal Ambulance
c/o Market Veterinary Centre
River View Commercial Centre
Riverside Road, Pottington,
Barnstaple, Devon EX31 1QN

Donation Slip
Week by week and month by month our work continues. Can you make a regular donation that is secure funding for us?
Standing orders are a safe, cost effective and easy way to make a regular donation towards saving animals. Regular
monthly donations enable us to plan ahead and also respond rapidly to calls for assistance and help with rescuing
animals. If you already have a Standing Order with us - THANK YOU! If you would like to set one up please contact us.
If you are a standard tax payer please also complete the form below in full including your signature.
We can then reclaim the tax on your donation as Gift Aid (25p for every £1 donated).
I/We enclose a donation in the sum of £ ..................................... for the North Devon Animal Ambulance (please make cheques payable to NDAA)
First Name: .........................................................................................

Address: .............................................................................................

Surname: ............................................................................................

...........................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................

Signed: ...............................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Postcode: ...........................................................................................

Please tick this box if you are a standard tax payer and would like the charity to treat all donations that you make on,
or after the date above, as gift aid donations unless you notify us otherwise. Please note that you should notify the
charity if you do not pay an amount of tax at least equal to the tax deducted from your donations.

Monthly Standing Order Form
Please complete the form and send it to us at the address below. We will forward it to your bank.
TO THE MANAGER
Bank: ..................................................................................................

Branch: ...............................................................................................

Please arrange for the sum of: £...................................................
to be paid on the first day of each month from:

Account Holder(s): .........................................................................

Please start payments on: .............................................................

Signed: .........................................................................................

Account Number: ..........................................................................

Full Name: ....................................................................................
Please make payments to: 		 North Devon Animal Ambulance
		Bank: Santander UK plc Account No: 06316158
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